Caregiving is an art. Let Masonicare help you and your loved one enjoy the beauty that each day holds.

When a beloved parent or relative suffers from memory loss and is no longer safe at home alone, caregivers who work or need a break often struggle to find solutions. An adult day program - either a full or half-day - may be the answer.

Masonicare, a recognized leader in the field of senior services, offers an adult day program through the Argonauta. The Argonauta is a specialized memory support program within our assisted living community.

At the Argonauta, we embrace a social model that offers a variety of supportive and social activities for memory impaired individuals in a protective group setting. Our dedicated and professionally trained staff of registered nurses, LPN’s and RCA’s oversee recreational and therapeutic activities that help your loved one stay engaged with the world and the people around them.

We have competitive rates and offer transportation options for a nominal fee.

For more information, please call 860-415-2500

www.Masonicare-Mystic.org

45 Clara Drive
Mystic, CT 06355